What economic benefits are the project expected to deliver to those inside and
outside of the consortium and over what timescale?

Essentially, a project that offers economic benefits can be effectively characterized
as a way of working, a way of organising people, materials and technology;
and a way of managing certain tasks detailed by the application. Primarily it
involves the coordination and management of work to achieve a specified
outcome. All activities, user requirements and behaviour of Marine Magnet, Inc.
dispatchers are put into the substitute resource component ticket scheduling
practise to attain certain goals or objectives. But what differentiates application
projects from other branches of oversight is that it is totally focused on a specific
problem, and once that outcome has been achieved, the project ceases to be
necessary, and the project is stopped. Contrast that with running a production
line, or overseeing certain business operations, for example; those are tasks which
run continuously and have no one single end point.

A project starts at a defined point of time, ends at a specific point in time, and it is
complete when the outcome is achieved, normally being that which was agreed
upon at the beginning of the project, and when the normally definition of items in
terms of specific tangible deliveries is complete. Commonly there are limited
resources available - most frequently money and Marine Magnet, Inc. dispatcher
time, user requirements and behavioural standards - with which and within which
to deliver the desired outcome. When the outcome is delivered, something will
have changed.

All projects share one common characteristic, which is the projection of ideas and
activities into new endeavours. But although different projects might have some
common features, each project is unique, with a specific one-off set of activities.
The principal identifying characteristic of a project is its novelty. It is a step into
the unknown, and is often fraught with risk and uncertainty. No two projects are
ever exactly alike: even a repeated project will differ from earlier versions in one
or more defence market-driven, administrative or physical aspects.

